


WHAT IS CARROT AND TOAST?

Carrot and Toast is a wholesome, hilarious and heart-warming children’s IP about 
two of the world’s bestest friends, who live in the small yet lively town of  
Peahaven — often ending up on accidental adventures, and even saving the 
world every once in a while!

Carrot and Toast are your relatable, non-hateable, put-on-your-plateable  
whole-food heroes!  
 
Take the whimsy and friendship of the late Arnold Lobel’s Frog and Toad, add a 
pinch of cute and a dollop of silly and you have a classic double act for a new 
generation.

Currently taking the form of short and snappy, easy to read (or eat with your 
eyes) comics that introduce Carrot and Toast and their world to readers between 
6–8 years-old with themes that will include relevant topics such as; 
Climate change,  
Anti-bullying, 
Inclusivity, 
and Mental Health.



WHO IS CARROT AND TOAST?

CARROT
 > Sensible
 > Focused
 > Good at solving puzzles 
or problems

 > Polite
 > Friendly
 >                                                            Occasionally grumpy  
(if Toast is being too silly) 

TOAST
 > Silly
 > Hyper / excitable
 > Easily distracted
 > Messy
 > Caring
 > Determined
 >  Loyal



WHERE IS CARROT AND TOAST?

Welcome to Peahaven!
There’s plenty of people and places to keep 
Carrot and Toast busy here, as well as some 
amazing picnic spots and questionable 
looking forests to get lost in...



WHERE IS CARROT AND TOAST?

Carrot and Toast also like to go on vacation 
a lot. Like, A LOT A LOT. Particularly to the  
island of Zucchinthos, because Zucchinthos is 
the home of the LEGENDARY SUPER SPLOOSH 
water slide! The most mega water slide on 
the planet!

(what it lacks in health & safety  
measures, it makes up for in fun!)



HOW IS CARROT AND TOAST?

 > The Carrot and Toast comic series — aimed at 6–8 year-olds -  
comprises of 3 mini-comics;  
‘Carrot and Toast Are Coming Home’,  
‘Carrot and Toast Begin’ (a prequel), and  
‘Carrot and Toast Are Staying Home’ (a pandemic inspired sequel) 

 > A long form easy-reader comic/graphic novel written called  
‘Carrot and Toast BFF’s Forevz’ planned for a future release, as well as  
2 illustrated chapter books ‘Carrot and Toast Get Lost’, and an as yet untitled 
adventure. 

 > Future plans also include extending and developing the property into  
the educational pre-school picture and board books market, and associated  
licensed merchandise areas (toys, games etc.) 

 > Currently, the first of the 3 minicomics ‘Carrot and Toast Are Coming Home’ is  
being adapted into a picturebook/easy reader format



WHY IS CARROT AND TOAST?

Carrot & Toast were born out of loss. 

In 2018 my fiancé (now my wife!) and I lost the twins she was carrying (our little 
blueberries), and as a result of this traumatic situation I began burning out. 
 
I began to lose my motivation, and eventually I put my pens down completely as 
we tried to navigate our way through that difficult time.
 
A few months prior to this, my mother-in-law had bought me a nice posh  
sketchbook and some pencils that I’d just left to sit gathering dust. 

Now... I’ve always been an ink kinda guy, with a bit of a dislike of pencils - but 
one day I forced myself to open up the pack of pencils and I started scribbling in 
the sketchbook... 

That scribbling and messing around with a big fat smudgy stick thingy with no 
real aim other than just letting out whatever wanted to come out of me - began 
to bring back some joy into my life once again, and something magical  
happened as I started to develop a warm and organic style of drawing that I  
finally felt was my own. 



I couldn’t tell you why, but I began drawing pictures of a carrot and a slice of 
toast... just doing every day things, such as walking along Hove seafront, relaxing 
on the beach, and dancing in their house etc. and I found the process  
very cathartic and as I began to feel a bit stronger mentally, I set myself a per-
sonal goal to make a short comic using these new tools and drawing style. 

One morning on my boring commute to work one day I came up with the story 
that would become the first comic adventure of Carrot & Toast.

In 2019 I decided to enter License Global’s #LicenseThis competition with the  
property and won the Character and Animation category!

The rest, as they say — is history!



INTERESTED IN CARROT AND TOAST?

Please contact Drew Bristow, 
drew.bristow@gmail.com 
+447751243008
www.drewbristow.co.uk
www.instagram.com/drewbartist
www.instagram.com/carrotandtoast

http://www.drewbristow.co.uk
https://www.instagram.com/drewbartist
https://www.instagram.com/carrotandtoast
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